Coolant Products

COOLANT BOX
LUBRICOOLANT PRESSURE BOOSTING STATIONS FOR MACHINE TOOLS

The requirement per lubricoolant exit in your
machine is the crucial control variable,
not merely the supply pressure!

YOUR ADVANTAGES:
++ optimum supply to all lubricoolant exits and
lubricoolant consumption points of your
machine
++ minimum lubricoolant consumption
++ fully automated pump control per nozzle, process setting and cycle
++ the most productive supply to the machining site
++ efficient supply to the other lubricoolant consumption points
++ automatic comparison of all lubricoolant exits
(volume, lubricoolant exit speed)
++ consumer-specific settings possible
++ incl. the Coolant Controller control module
++ incl. connection for the control system (machine tool)
++ pumps with frequency control dimensioned
according to needs

Efficient Lubricoolant Systems.

GRINDAIX LUBRICOOLANT PRESSURE BOOSTING STATIONS WITH
NEEDS-BASED, NOZZLE-SPECIFIC COOLANT VOLUME CONTROL

Requirements with respect to lubricoolant supply
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